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Meet Our Demo Dolls
Our fully weighted demo dolls are specifically 
designed to be used for babywearing demos in 
either a group or individual setting - the ideal 
resource for peer supporters, sling consultants and 
other professionals working with newborn babies 
and their families.

We offer 3 doll sizes, features as follows:

  • Characteristic vinyl head & lower arms/legs**
 • Fabric ‘weighted’ body**
 • Jointed shoulders & hips
 • Flexible knees & elbows 
 • Dressed in a white vest with SR logo

PleasePlease note:** individual doll specifications (weight, 
length, skin tone & eye colour), together with 
imagery, shown on the following pages.

See rear of catalogue for pricing, order information 
and all contact details.

Dark skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 966014

Light skin tone/blue
eyes: Item#: 966010

Selina

Light skin tone/blue 
eyes: Item#: 965070

Light skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 965074

Roo (Andrea)

If you run 4th Trimester classes or frequently work with 
expectant parents and newborns, Roo or Selina are the perfect 
demo dolls. Measuring just 18” in length, they’re ideal for 
stretchy wrap demos and definitely a favourite with many 
libraries and doulas.

weigh
t: 6lbs

/2.7kg18” 
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Light skin tone/blue 
eyes: Item#: 965010

Light skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 965014

Ruby (Lisa)

Moritz
Light skin tone/blue 
eyes: Item#: 965030

Light skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 965034

Julchen
Light skin tone/blue 
eyes: Item#: 965090

Light skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 965094

Willi
Dark skin tone/brown
eyes: Item#: 966024

This demo doll is described as a ‘newborn’ but being 22” in 
length, feels a little more like a 3-4 month baby. Many libraries 
consider this size doll the perfect choice for a variety of 
demonstrations (carrier types/positions) in either a group 
setting or one-to-one.  If you can only afford to invest in one 
demo doll, then this is our most versatile option.

weigh
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Light skin tone/blue 
eyes: Item#: 965050

Reuben (David 1)

Reuben is our largest demo doll but like all the others, feels 
a little heavier than his advertised weight as he doesn’t 
‘cuddle-in’ like a warm bodied baby! He’s often compared 
to a 6-9 month old and is therefore an excellent option for 
front, hip and back carry positions in most standard sized 
carriers and woven wraps.

Dark skin tone/brown  eyes: 
Item#: 965054

David (2)

weig
ht: 13

lbs/5
.7kg28”
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Ordering your Demo Doll

To place an order, email phil@slumber-roo.co.uk 

INCLUDE:
Doll Name/ID - Quantity - Your Name/Company   - Delivery 
Address - Contact Tel.No.

Emails answered and invoice raised within 24 hours, and on 
receipt of payment, orders dispatched within 1 working day.

PRICES net.

18” Doll - £58.29 (£69.95 gross)

22” Doll - £66.62 (£79.95 gross)

28” Doll - £95.83 (£115.00 gross) 

The cost of delivery within the UK Mainland** is £8 net for 
boxes weighing up to 30kg, so it may be worth adding 
product samples to your demo doll order.

**Highlands, Islands & EU delivery depends on location - 
please ask when ordering**

BUNDLEOFFERS(overleaf)



info@slumber-roo.co.ukwww.slumber-roo.co.uk01803 782959

FULL Pack - £340 net
Offers 1/2 combined (£265 net), plus a Beco Toddler, Boba AIR
Compact Carrier & FREE 2-Way Stretchy, Boba ‘Bamboo’ Wrap

Offer 3

Offer 1

Starter Pack - £65 net
2-Way Stretch, Boba Wrap (standard colours)

‘New’ Boba X Buckle Carrier (adjustable base, baby-to-toddler) 
FREE Boba ‘Hanging’ Display Bust

Offer 2

Adjustable Buckle Pack - £200 net
Beco Gemini - Boba X - Neko Switch - Beco 8**

NB: All with adjustable bases/back panels, making each carrier suitable 
for both young babies and toddlers.  If preferred, you can swap one

of the carriers recommended** for a Neko Onbuhimo
or alternatively, a Neko ‘Adjustable’ Meh Dai Carrier.

All prices net + vat. Postage included with your doll order.

All demo samples must be paid for and dispatched in the same box 
as your dolls. For demonstration/hire only, resale to a third

party would void the warranty.

Additional Offer: Add any other product sample (stretchy or woven 
wrap, ring sling, hoodie/carrier cover, meh dai or buckle carrier) from our 
standard sample options, and enjoy an additional 5% discount on that 
item when you purchase at least 1 doll + any of the offers shown above.

2020 Bundle Offers
Available when you purchase any number

of Slumber-Roo Demo Dolls (1+)


